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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A control for a three phase A.C. motor elevator drive 
in which direction and desired speed signals, as dic 
tated by customer and user demand, are electronically 
processed to provide intermediate ramp control sig 
nals. A summing circuit which utilizes the intermedi 
ate ramp control signal and a signal from an elevator 
motor speed and direction sensing circuit has an out 

, put which determines and controls the voltage input, 
via electronic trigger controls to thyristor controlled 
power and reversing switching circuits in at least two 
channels of the three phase A.C. input to a three 
phase A.C. drive motor. The motor control circuit in 
corporates a high rate of off-on and phase reversing 
switching with phase angle control of voltage and cur 
rent to provide interrelated variable A.C. power sup 
ply for both drive and braking of the elevator drive 
motor in both directions of movement of the elevator 
cab. 

1 Claim, 10 Drawing Figures 
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VARIABLE PULSE WIDTH GENERATOR 
EMPLOYING FLIP-FLOP IN COMBINATION WITH 
INTEGRATOR-DIFFERENTIATOR NETWORK 

This is a division, of application Ser. No. 62,869, ?led 
Aug. ll, 1970, now US. Pat. No. 3,678,355. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Most high-speed electric elevators which carry peo 
ple use a DC. motor to raise and lower the cab accord 
ing to the supervisory control scheme. Practically all 
high-speed automatic as well as nonautomatic, eleva 
tors made today convert the available A.C. to D.C. by 
a specially designed motor-generator set used with a 
variable voltage (Ward-Leonard) control system. Be 
cause of low starting torques, elevator A.C. drive mo 
tors have been operated at relatively high speeds, being 
connected to the hoist sheaves through a gear reduc 
tion set. Some of the previously known polyphase A.C. 
elevator drive motors used two sets of windings, one for 
high speed and one for low speed, however shifting 
speeds in such systems result in a noticable jar to the 
passengers. More recent developments in A.C. motors, 
particularly the three phase solid rotor type, have re 
sulted in controls by voltage regulating means enabling 
operation at variable speeds from stall up to near syn 
chronous speed. One aspect which has enabled this is 
improving cooling techniques used to dissipate the sub 
stantial heat generated while A.C. motors are operated 
at low speeds as well as during electrical braking. An 
example of such a motor is shown in US. Pat. No. 
2,764,704. 
Variable speed A.C. motors have been used with 

controls using variable voltage levels and reversing 
switching mechanisms responsive to magnetic 
ampli?er triggering devices. A major drawback to use 
of such systems in personnel carrying elevators is an in 
herent lag in the mag-amp trigger circuit operations 
which, while relatively smooth, does result in a notica 
ble step during each change in speed. While that is tol 
erated in construction hoists and dumb waiters, never 
theless it is objectionable for use in high-speed eleva 
tors for people. 
The present invention provides an A.C. motor con‘ 

trol using solid state technique to acquire a tight, so 
phisticated control of motor acceleration, deceleration 
and programmed speed which, to all intents and pur 
poses, eliminates lag in motor response to change speed 
signals in the control system. The desired result is in 
stantaneous response in motor power or electrical 
braking. 
The control circuit in the present invention provides 

motor directional and speed reference signals as volt 
ages shaped into a smooth linear ramp summed with a 
feedback signal which is responsive to motor speed and 
direction. The amplitude and polarity of the ampli?ed 
error controls the current flow and reversing of phase 
rotation, respectively, in at least two of the three phase 
motor inputs through fast responding, solid state trigger 
circuits controlling thyristor switches. Motor direction 
and speed conditions are sensed by a special A.C. ta 
chometer and feedback circuit which feeds into the 
feed control circuit, as described above. The A.C. ta 
chometer with a direction and speed sensing circuit is 
the subject matter of and is fully disclosed in a copend 
ing application Ser. No. 875,193, ?led Nov. 10, 1969. 
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SUMMARY 

Accordingly, a primary object of the present inven 
tion resides in providing a novel A.C. motor elevator 
drive circuit for cooperation with a conventional auto 
matic high-speed elevator supervisory logic system to 
enable a motor output drive having smooth and sub 
stantially instantaneous changes in speed regardless of 
load as a result of continuous comparison of command 
and feedback signals. While the novel drive circuit has 
been speci?cally developed for use with A.C. motors to 
drive elevators, it can be readily adapted for use in 
other applications of A.C. motors with variable speed 
and reversing requirements. 

In conjunction with the foregoing object, the motor 
utilized is a three phase solid rotor motor, at least two 
of the input phase lines being connected through thyra 
tron type (thyristor or SCR) switching circuits to con 
trol current and to reverse the associated phase input 
lines for motor speed and direction control. Both posi 
tive input power and A.C. braking are selectively uti 
lized through the switching circuits. Each phase chan 
nel has independent thyristor circuits for “up” and for 
“down” signals and each independent thyristor circuit 
has opposed or inverse parallel thyristors for regulating 
each half cycle and is controlled via its own solid state 
trigger circuit. A master control responsive to the con 
dition demanded by elevator logic, e.g., elevator to go 
up one floor or multi-floors, will control acceleration, 
maximum speed, deceleration and stop via an in?nitely 
variable smooth output ramp signal modi?ed by motor 
speed and direction and directed in timed relation with 
the various phase cycles to the appropriate trigger cir 
cuits. 

In conjunction with the foregoing object, the elevator 
logic signals, after appropriate shaping are modi?ed by 
demand directional logic signals, ampli?ed and inte 
grated with feedback signals from the motor tachome 
ter circuit to provide control signals to up or down trig 
ger circuits which control the thyristor switching cir~ 
cuits for the motor input phase channels. 

Still another object resides in providing a universal 
solid state trigger circuit which provides positive going 
output trigger pulses for turning on an independent thy 
ristor for each half cycle of an alternating phase load 
channel. The trigger circuit includes a bi-stable, multi 
vibrator circuit whose “set” and “reset” inputs are con 
trolled by timing pulses derived from each half~cycle of 
the phase input to the controlled phase channel. Speed 
signals are compared, shaped and'via AND gates and . 
ampli?er circuits provide cycle chopping trigger output 
pulses for each one-half cycle to control current flow 
through thyristor circuits during each half-cycle of an 
input phase. 
Safety electronic lock-out circuits are provided to 

prevent both the up and down channels from being 
turned on by trigger circuits at the same time. Current 
sensing devices in both the up and down channels of at 
least one of the switchable phases feed signal informa 
tion back to the lock-out circuits in the control signal 
input connections to the trigger circuits. Further safety 
circuits constitute devices such as line chokes in the 
three phase motor power input lines to protect the thy 
ristors from line current surges. 
These and other objects will appear as the descrip 

tion proceeds in connection with the appended claims 
and the annexed, below-described drawings. 
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a control circuit 
for a three phase A.C. elevator motor in accord with 
the present invention. 
FIGS. 2A through 2F taken together, as indicated by 

the small legend assembly block FIG. 2 on the sheet 
with FIG. 2A, is a schematic diagram showing an eleva 
tor drive circuit in accord with the block diagram of 
FIG. 1. Each sheet includes a small assembly legend 
showing the position in which that specific sheet ?ts 
into the overall FIG. 2. , 
FIG. 3 is an exemplary wave form chart illustrating 

timed signals at various points in the trigger circuit. 
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating how a thy 

ristor switching circuit and a single trigger board can be 
incorporated into the FIG. 2 circuit for controlling the 
power supply conduction angle in the third phase of the 
three phase motor. 

DESCRIPTION 

The present invention is described as incorporated in 
a control system for use with a three phase AC. motor 
elevator drive and eliminates the motor generator set 
used to convert AC. power to DC. power for operat~ 
ing a DC. elevator drive as is used in most high speed 
elevators. It is to be understood that the system can be 
used to control other three phase AC. motor applica 
tions. 
The control system for the A.C. motor drive involves 

starting, running and stopping the elevator lifting motor 
in a manner which avoids the discomfort of abrupt 
transitions in speed. The motor control will be de 
scribed primarily with reference to the block diagram 
seen in FIG. 1 although speci?c references will, at 
times, be made to the circuitry in the schematic draw 
ing FIG. 2 and the timing chart of FIG. 3. 
Elevator supervisory circuits are well-known and 

conventional. Such parts of an elevator system are usu 
ally acquired or furnished separate from the motor con 
trol circuits, and include the master panels, cab con 
trols which pre-determine which elevators go to which 
?oors; or selectively determine maximum speeds for 
different run, i.e., single ?oor and multi-floor runs; pro 
vide ?oor landing level circuits, door control and con 
trolled circuits; and elevator bank interrelating circuits. 
While some of the output terminal parts of the supervi 
sory controls are shown in this disclosure, most of the 
elevtor system components, not related to the motor 
control, have not been included. 
Although the control system can be applied to the 

motor control for each elevator in a bank of elevators 
in a system, for purposes of simpli?ed description, the 
elevator system to which the motor control is applied 
and described can be considered to be one with a single 
car serving two or more landings. 
The logic in the elevator supervisory system provides 

signals to the motor control system which determines 
whether the motor drive should make the elevator 
start, stop, go up or down, what its maximum speed will 
be during the run, and its levelling speed. Accordingly, 
the control circuit of this invention is responsive to 
such command signals from the elevator switching 
logic, and feedback signals representative of the condi 
tion of the control system as well as of motor speed and 
direction are integrated and correlated with such logic 
signals to provide appropriate control of the motor. 
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4 
Certain modi?cations of the various sub-circuits such 

as ampli?ers, integrators, inverters and feedbacks as 
well as safety circuits will be obvious to the skilled elec 
trician and are intended to be encompassed in this in 
vention. As disclosed, thyristor or silicon controlled 
recti?er (SCR) switching circuits are used to control 
the power level input to the elevator motor as well as 
to reverse the motor input phase leads. Any equivalent 
solid state thyratron-like device, which may be oper 
ated by the application of a suitable signal to a control 
electrode thereof and which may thereafter be deacti 
vated only by disabling a transconductive path thereof, 
the control electrode being insensitive once activated 
by the control signal until the next succeeding disabling 
of-the transconductive path, can be used in place of the 
thyristors. For‘ example, TRIAC’s if made to take the 
requisite current flow, could replace the inverse paral 
lel connected thyristors used in each phase direction 
channel of the exemplary disclosure. 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, an elevator run will be initiated 
by the supervisory system by depressing a control but— 
ton (not shown) in the elevator car or at a landing. This 
actuates the elevator switching logic 20 which pro 
duces a predetermined DC. voltage signal on its output 
22, which is connected to and provides an input to the 
function generator error ampli?er 24. The amplitude of 
the voltage output signal developed by switching logic 
control 20 will determine the maximum speed to which 
the car can accelerate during the desired run and the 
slower levelling speed as the car approaches the se 
lected landing. For multi-?oor runs the elevator logic 
signal will have an amplitude which permits the eleva 
tor to accelerate to its highest speed. For single ?oor 
runs the control voltage amplitude will be less, permit 
ting acceleration to a fraction of the highest speed. The 
supervisory control also provides an output signal at 
other predetermined levels indicative of approach or 
levelling speeds; also provides a signal indicative of 
zero speed or stop condition and which applies and re 
leases the elevator floor holding brake; and also pro 
vides via, up and down relays 26 and 28, a direction 
control for elevator drive. 
The output on line 30 from the function error ampli 

?er 24 is integrated in a function generator 32 at an ad 
justable preset rate. As the function generator signal on 
output 33 integrates upward in amplitude, that output 
signal on a parallel connection 34 is fed back to the 
function error ampli?er 24 to oppose the input signal 
at a summing junction. The output signal of the func 
tion generator then remains at a level indicative of de 
sired speed until the elevator logic dictates otherwise. 

The function generator output signal, designated as 
the output ramp, is fed on line 33 to the ramp switching 
circuit 36 which includes relay contacts 26-1 and 28-1 
which, depending upon which of the up and down re~ 
lays 26 and 28 is energized, provides a control signal to 
one or the other input of an ampli?er/inverter stage 38. 
Depending on the condition of the up-down relay 
contacts (FIG. 2A) in the ramp switching circuit 36, 
the inverter output signal will either be a positive ramp 
or a negative ramp. 
Coupled directly to the three phase drive motor shaft 

is a two phase A.C. tachometer 61 which supplies both 
motor speed and motor direction information to the 
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system. An output signal proportional to motor speed 
is obtained by rectifying and combining the two phase 
tachometer output, as is fully described in the aforedes 
cribed copending application. This signal is positive for 
one direction of rotation of motor 60 and negative for 
the other direction of rotation. The polarity reversal is 
accomplished by the tachometer switching circuit 50. 
The tachometer feedback signal is fed to a summing 
junction 40 (FIG. 2A), at ‘the input to the error regula 
tor ampli?er 42. ' . 

The system can be best described in conjunction with 
an example. If the elevator'is programmed to go up one 
floor by the elevator switching logic, that condition will 
produce a positive going ramp of a predetermined am 
plitude as the output on line 39 from the ampli?er/in 
verter stage 38. This signal is fed to the summing junc 
tion 40 (FIG. 2A) at the input of the regulator ampli?er 
42. As was previously described, also fed to this same 
summing junction 40 is a D.C. feedback signal on line 
44 from the tachometer switching circuit. The polarity 
of the tachometer feedback signal is determined by the 
tachometer direction sensing circuit 48 and tachometer 
switching circuit 50, such that it will buck out the posi 
tive ramp on line 39 from invertor 38 when the elevator 
is programmed to go up. When the elevator is pro 
grammed to run the opposite direction, via the supervi 
sory logic relays 26 and 28, FIG. 2A, and associated up 
or down relay switching contacts 26-1 and 28-1 (FIG. 
2A) and 26-2 and 28-2 (FIG. 2B) the polarity of both 
of these signals is reversed and the tachometer signal 
will still buck out the ramp from inverter 38. ‘ ‘ ' 

The difference‘ signal from this summing process, 
which can be positive or negative, is ampli?ed and in 
verted through the regulator amplifier 42. In all cases 
if the output signal from the regulator ampli?er 42 is 
negative it is an effective up signal and if positive it is 
an effective down signal to the motor power controlling 
circuits. It should be noted that an up signal from the 
regulator 42 will not necessarily drive the elevator up, 
but can be a braking signal during a downward elevator 
drive. During a normal run the drive motor 60 might be 
receiving both up and down signals even though the el 
evator is moving in one direction. This provides the re 
quired control of the system. 
A'three-phase power source (FIG. 2F), through suit 

able circuit brakers and switches, provides A.C. drive 
power and, via transformers and recti?er circuits pro 
vides power and timing for the control system. The 
main lines for phases A, B and C, designated 62, 64 and 
66, are connected through thyristor control and switch 
ing circuits to the three-phase input lines 68, 70 and 72 
to motor 60. Each of at least two of the main lines, e.g., 
phases A and C, can be selectively connected to an as 
sociated pair of the three input lines to the three-phase 
motor 60, or can be reversely connected to the same 
pair of input lines to respectively provide drive or brak 
ing power in both directions of motor rotation. 
The three phase AC. input, via the transformer T,,, 

To and To and full wave recti?er circuits as seen in FIG. 
2C, provides a regulated D.C. supply for the control 
system. Center tapped secondaries in transformer pha 
ses A and C provide cycle timing signals used by the 
thyristor trigger circuits, as will be further described. 
Phase A, via power line 62, connects through dual 

inverse parallel thyristor control circuits 74 and 76 to 
respective motor input leads 68 and 72 and phase C, 
via line 66, connects through dual inverse parallel thy 
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ristor control circuits 78 and 80m respective motor 
input leads 72 and 68. Each dual thyristor controlcir 
vcuit has two thyristors connected inparallel, but in op 
posed directions to enable controlled current flow in 
both directions, i.e., during each half cycle, if an appro 
priately timed trigger pulse is applied to the control 
electrode of the thyristor for that half cycle of that 
phase channel. ' 

Circuit 74 includes inverse parallel thyristors 82 and 
84 and is designated up control for phase A. Circuit 76 
includes inverse parallel thyristors 86 and 88 and is des 
ignated the down control for phase A. Circuit 72 in 
cludes thyristors 90 and 92 in inverse parallel arrange 
ment and is designated the up control for phase C. Cir 
cuit 80 includes thyristors 94 and 96 in inverse parallel 
arrangement and is designated the down control for 
phase C. ~ 
Each thyristor has trigger (or control) leads con 

nected to associated trigger circuits, as will be more 
fully described hereinafter. , 

It is necessary to prevent both the up channel and the 
down channel in each of the phase A and phase C 'curj 
rent supplies to both the A and C phase windings of the 
motor 60 from being turned 'on at the same time. If that 
were to happen, the three-phase input line currents 
would become excessively large, and possibly damage 
the thyristors in the up and down phase switching chan 
nels. To prevent that from happening, the motor drive 
or braking current is sensed by current transformers 
100 and 102 in the up and down channel of one of 
input phases A or C. The sensed up or down current 
flow information is fed via a logic circuit 104 or 106, 
respectively, to associated safety lockout circuits 108 
and 110 which operate to prevent turning on of the 
down channel‘ while the up channel is turned on and 
vice versa. 
The amplitude of the output signal from the error (or . 

regulator) ampli?er 42, the amplitude of which repre 
sents the variation in high or low motor speed relative 
to the desired speed, is connected, via line 112, through 
directional diodes D1 and D, as inputs to one or the 
other of the lockout circuits 108 and 110 and thence, 
as permitted by one of the lockouts 108 or 110, to up 
trigger circuits 114 and 118 or down trigger circuits 
116 and 120. A negative or up signal on input‘ 112, 
through diode D, provides a signal from the up lockout 
circuit 108, via its amplifier 125 on parallel connection 
lines 122 and 124, to drive the two up channel trigger 
circuits 114 and 120 directly, while a positive or down 
signal from the regulator ampli?er 42, through diode 
D2 to the down lockout l 10 providesa signal on' its out 
put 126 which must be inverted through inverter ampli 

- fier 128 and thence, via parallel connection lines 130 

55 

60 

65 

and 132, to drive the down channel trigger circuits 116 
and 118. . 

Recti?ed signals from the up and down channel cur- ‘ 
rent transformers 100 (up) and 102 (down) ground any 
incoming signals to respective lockout circuits 110 
(down) and 108 (up), so the function error signals on 
line 112 can have no effect on the signal lockout ampli 
fier if current is sensed in the down channel and vice 
versa. Each of the lockout ampli?ers 125 and 128 when 
subjected to a signal output will provide an ampli?ed 
output signal between ?xed positive and negative levels 
which, in the exemplary control system, is selected as 
from +l0V to —l0V. When either circuit 108 or 110 
is locked out, or the error signal on line 112 is zero, the 
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respective ampli?er of the circuit will transmit a maxi 
mum positive level signal, and for a full power error sig 
nalon line 1 12 (either full negative or full positive) the 
safety interlock output signal from the appropriate one 
or the other of ampli?ers 125 or 128 will be full nega 
tive.,Adjustable resistors 127 and 129 in the input cir 
cuits of respective interlock ampli?ers 125 and 128 en 
able adjustment of their outputs for a zero signal input. 

The safety interlock down output is parallel con 
nected via lines 130 and 132 to the two trigger circuits 
116 and 120 of trigger boards 1 and 3 (FIGS. 28 and 
2E‘) to drive, in appropriate timed relationship to the 
phase cycles, the down thyristors (86 and 88) (94 and. 
96) in each channel of the respective A and C phase 
input lines to motor 60, to provide variable down 
power in two legs of the three-phase line power con 
nection to the motor. Similarly, the safety interlock up 
output is parallel connected via lines 122 and 124 to 
the two trigger circuits 114 and 118 of trigger boards 
2 and 4 (FIGS. 2B and 2E) to drive, in appropriate 
timed relationship to the phase cycles, the up thyristors 
(82 and 84) (90 and 92) in each channel of the respec~ 
tive A and C phase input lines to motor 60 to provide 
variable up power in two legs of the three-phase inputs 
to the motor. 

TRIGGER BOARDS 

The trigger circuits 114, 116, 118 and 120 of respec 
tive trigger boards 1, 2, 3 and 4 are identical and the 
boards are interchangeable. The circuit components 
are assembled on a printed circuit board with plug-in 
terminals. For convenience in drawing disclosure, 
boards 1, 2 and 3 are shown in block form and the trig 
ger board circuit 118, which is the same as the circuit 
for all trigger boards, is disclosed in detail for trigger 
board 4 (FIG. 2E). All boards have identical plug-in 
terminals and similar letter references are shown for 
comparison purposes on trigger boards 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Terminals D, E, F, P, R and T are terminal connections 
to various voltage levels (as indicated on the drawing) 
from the power supply. Terminals N and V provide 
connections to selected phase channels for receiving 
cycle timing signals corresponding to the A.C. wave 
forms of the respective phases. Terminal J provides the 
connection for the input control signal (from the safety 
interlocks) to the trigger board. Terminals X and Y are 
isolated output terminals for one-half cycle thyristor 
triggering, while terminals C and B provide the isolated 
output circuit for the other half cycle triggering of the 
opposed thyristor in the associated up or down thy 
ristor switching device for that phase channel. 
As will be hereinafter described, trigger board No. 5, 

in the alternative embodiment (see FIG. 4), which en 
ables provision of thyristor switching control of con 
duction angle in the third phase (¢B), is identical to the 
other trigger boards, although the control signal input 
connection is slightly different. - 
A wave form timing chart for a trigger board is seen 

in FIG. 3. The voltage wave form at the top represents 
the sine wave for a speci?c A.C. phase channel applied 
to the thyristor switching device and to the primary 
windings of the power supply transformer (Ta, '1‘, or 
Tc), corresponding to that phase. An associated center 
tap secondary for that phase transformer provides a 
pair of independent sine wave signals, 180° out of phase 
with each other, via connections to respective termi 
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nals N and V, the input timing terminals for a register 
160 (bi-stable multivibrator) on the trigger board. 
Assuming an input signal on terminal N will set the 

register, an appropriate input signal applied to'terminal 
V will reset the register. Thus, every time a positive half 
cycle is applied to terminal N, the register will go to a 
set condition, its transistor Q] will be turned on and its 
output junction A1 will go from positive to ground. 
Each time the cycle signal applied to terminal V goes 
positive, transistor O2 is turned on and transistor Q1 is 
turned off, causing junction A2 to go from positive to 
ground and junction Al to go from ground to positive. 

:Via differentiating capacitor-diode circuits 162 and 
164, the negative going transitions appearing at junc 
tion A1 and A2 provide a signal wave form at junction 
A, having negative going timing spikes corresponding 
to the beginning of each half cycle of the associated 
A.C. phase. The negative going timing pulses at junc 
tion A are used to control an integrator reset circuit 
166 which includes transistor 03. Viewing FIGS. 2E 
and 3, each time a negative going spike appears at junc 
tion A, the integrator reset transistor Q3 is turned on 
and provides a positive voltage level (+l0V) at junc 
tion C which resets the threshold voltage of integrator 
168 at that positive level. The integrator integrates 
from +10 to —10 Volts during the time period for a half 
cycle. The ampli?ed speed error control signal, from 
the up interlock circuit 108, which is transmitted on 
line 124 to terminal J, modi?es the integrated saw 
tooth voltage output from integrator 168 at a summing 
junction E. 

If the control signal applied to terminal J indicates a 
no power condition, a fully ampli?ed positive signal 
(e.g., +l0V in this speci?c case) from the safety inter 
lock up circuit 108, that voltage level applied to sum 
ming junction E will keep integrated (saw tooth) volt 
age levels above ground level during the entire integrat 
ing period. Junction E is connected to the inverting 
input of an operational (high gain) ampli?er 170 whose 
output has a range from negative (—lOV) to positive 
(+l0V). As long as the voltage signal at junction E is 
positive, the output of the comparator inverter 170 at 
junction G is at negative saturation, i.e., —lOV. When 
ever the signal level at junction E goes below zero to 
negative, the output of the comparator 170, junction G, 
goes full positive (+l0V). ' 
The wave form at the comparator output (junction 

G) is a square wave, the widths of the positive periods 
of which represent the desired conduction angle with 
the time correlated A.C. half cycles in the associated 
phase channel. 
When the signal on input terminal J represents full 

power, (right hand portion of FIG. 3), in other words, 
it is at its —lOV level, the effective integrated saw tooth 
wave form applied to comparator inverter 170 is nega-. 
tive during the entire integrating time period, causing 
the comparator 170 to provide a ?xed positive level 
output for the entire half cycle time period. 
Any intermediate signal level applied to terminal J of 

the trigger board will modify the saw-tooth wave form 
at the summing junction E to form somewhere between 
the full off and full on conditions shown in FIG. 3. The 
middle portion of the FIG. 3 chart shows an example 
of such an intermediate condition, a half conducting 
angle condition, wherein the zero Volt control signal at 
terminal J causes a wave form at junction E which is 
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negative during the last half of each'half cycle. That 
negative input to the comparator 170 provides positive 
square waves on its output to junction G during the last 
half of each cycle period. 
The square wave signals from the trigger circuit com 

parator 170 are applied through ampli?er transistor Q4 
and the resulting positive level signals on the emitter of 
Q4 are used to provide appropriately timed trigger sig 
nals to both of the inverse parallel thyristors in an asso 
ciated thyristor switching device, e.g., device 76. The 
emitter of O4 is connected to drive respective power 
ampli?ers 172 (transistor Q5) and 174 (transistor Q6) 
via a parallel input circuit. Transistor Q5 is inhibited by 
an Inhibit Gate 176 whenever the junction A2 is posi 
tive (during a negative half cycle of the associated A.C. 
phase) and transistor Q6 is inhibited by an Inhibit Gate 
178 whenever the junction Al is positive (during a posi 
tive half cycle of the associated A.C. phase). Power 
transistor Q5 can only be turned on during one (posi 
tive) half cycle of the associated A.C. phase and is only 
turned on during the related period when the output 
transistor Q4 is on. Similarly, Power transistor Q6 can 
only be turned on during the other (negative) half cycle 
of the associated A.C. phase and is only turned on dur 
ing the related period when the output transistor Q4 is 
on. 

As shown in FIG. 3, the outputs of power ampli?ers 
172 and 174 are square waves, the positive voltage lev 
els of which occur for desired, controlled periods dur 
ing associated half cycles and always terminate at the 
end of a half cycle. As shown in FIG. 2E, the collector 
emitter circuits of each power ampli?er transistor Q5 
and O6 is series connected with the primary winding of 
an associated isolation square wave transformer. Q5 
operates transformer 180 and Q6 operates transformer 
182. The two leads of the secondary winding of trans 
former 180 connect through plug board terminals C 
and B to the trigger circuit of the half cycle (in the ex 
ample, the positive half cycle) switching thyristor 92 
and the two leads of the secondary winding of trans 
former 182 connect through plug board terminals x and 
y to the trigger circuit of the other of the half cycle 
(e.g., the negative half cycle) switching thyristor 90. 
The isolation transformers 180 and 182 are square 

wave transformers and thusprovide square wave trig 
ger signals to turn on the associated thyristors 92 and 
90 substantially instantaneously with the positive going 
transition of the isolation transformer output to its full 
positive voltage level, providing accurate control over 
desired conduction angle of the associated phase half 
cycle. 
The foregoing trigger circuit description was made in 

connection with the up channel of phase C and shows 
how each half cycle of the A.C. phase wave in that 
channel will be controlled through its associated thy 
ristor to provide a conduction angle determined by the 
output signal from the trigger board comparator 170, 
as driven by the control signal on the up interlock out 
put lines 122 and 124. The same control signal is used 
to drive the phase A up trigger board circuit 114 which, 
in accord with phase A cycle timing signals, will trigger 
the inversed parallel thyristors 82 and 84 of the phase 
A up channel thyristor switching device 74, at appro 
priate desired periods, within the positive and negative 
half cycles. 

If the interlock output control signal calls for down 
power the two down trigger board circuits 116 and 120 
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will trigger their associated thyristor devices in accord 
with associated phase cycle timing signals. ‘ 
The three diodes 190, 192, and 194 seen in FIG. 2F, 

having their anodes respectively connected to one of 
the input phases A, B and C and their cathode leads 
joined, constitute a clipper for attenuating over-voltage 
spikes. 
Current limiting line chokes 140 and 142 are pro 

vided to protect the phase switching thyristors from ex 
cessive current surges. 
The motor 60 can utilize an automatic cooling 

blower 150 or fan (FIG. 2F) connected into the control 
circuit with desired automatic and safety features. 

ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENT THIRD PHASE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE CONTROL 

To provide more efficient power utilization by the 
three-phase motor 60, an additional circuit (see FIG. 
4) can be incorporated in the circuit shown in FIG. 2, 
to provide thyristor switching of third phase input to 
the motor, phase B in the exemplary disclosure. In FIG. 
4, the added circuitry 200 is encircled in a dotted line - 
box and only as much of the circuit of FIG. 2 which is 
needed to show the manner in which the third-phase 
control is connected, is shown outside of the dotted 
lines. The phase B input line is referenced as 70’ while 
other components common to FIG. 2, retain the same 
reference characters, 
The additional circuit 200 requires: (1) one trigger 

board, identi?ed as trigger board N0. 5; (2) one thy 
ristor switching device 202, including a pair of thy 
ristors 204 and 206 connected in inverse parallel rela 
tion between the phase B power input line 64 and the 
phase B motor lead 70’; and (3) a blocking diode cir 
cuit 208 to provide a common control signal connec 
tion from both the up and down safety interlock cir 
cuits 108 and 110 (FIG. 2D) to the No. 5 trigger board 
control terminal J. 
Because, when the three-phase power input to the 

motor 60 is reversed, the third power input line remains 
connected to the same motor input connection while 
the other two power line phase connections to the 
motor inputs are switched, one thyristor switching de 
vice 202 in the third phase channel can control conduc 
tion angle within that third phase during forward or re 
verse power input. Within the dual, inverse parallel thy 
ristor device 202, the thyristor 204 controls phase B 
conduction angle for the positive half cycle and thy 
ristor 206 controls phase B conduction angle for the 
negative half cycle. 

Still referring to FIG. 4, the trigger circuit 210 of trig 
ger board No. 5 is identical to that in the other trigger 
boards, as hereinbefore described for trigger board No.' 
4 (see FIG. 2E). Its terminals D, F, P, R and T connect 
to the same voltage levels in the regulated power supply 
as do the same terminals of the other trigger boards. 
Terminals B and C provide trigger control of the posi 
tive half cycle thyristor 204 and terminals X and Y pro 
vide trigger control of the negative half cycle thyristor 
206. Phase B cycle timing is derived on terminals N ‘and 
V connected to the center tap secondary on the phase 
B power supply transformer Tb shown in FIG. 2C. 
As has been hereinbefore described, the system con 

trol signal which indicates the required power input to 
motor 60 can be calling for up or down power input re~ 
gardless of the direction of rotation of the motor, i.e., 
whether the elevator is going up or down. The up signal 
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and the down signal are applied on two control signal 
lines 122 and 130 respectively from the safety interlock 
circuits 108 and 110 (FIG. 2D). Because the single 
phase B trigger circuit 210 is used for both up and 
down thyristor control in that phase, its input terminal 
J must be connected to receive control signals from 
both the up and down control signal lines 122 and 130. 
That parallel connection is accomplished by the block 
ing diode circuit 208 consisting of a diode 212 with its 
cathode connected to up signal line 122 and a diode 
214 with its cathode connected to down signal line 130. 
The anodes of both diodes are connected to terminal 
J of trigger board No. 5 which is also connected, 
through a dropping resistance 216, to a positive 15 volt 
power supply. 
With the aforedescribed third phase thyristor switch 

ing control, any regulator (or error) signal from the 
control system ampli?er 42 calling for a desired motor 
speed will control thyristor ?ring in all three phase 
channels for a desired conduction angle. This provides 
better control and avoids undue heat losses which 
occur when the third phase conduction angle is uncon 
trolled. 
The various values of voltage resistance and capaci 

tance in the described embodiment are exemplary of an 
operative circuit and can be changed in known manner 
by persons skilled in electronic circuitry and remain 
within the inventive concept. 
The invention may be embodied in other speci?c 

forms without departing from the spirit or essential 
characteristics thereof. The present embodiments are 
therefore to be considered in all respects as illustrative 
and not restrictive, the scope of the invention being in 
dicated by the appended claims rather than by the fore 
going description, and all changes which come within 
the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are 
therefore intended to be embraced therein. 
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What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 

Patent is: 
1. A solid state trigger circuit to provide variable pe 

riod output signals within a timed sequence of signals 
comprising: a bi-stable multivibrator with inputs to 
each stage and an output from each stage; timing 
means, providing successive signals, alternately on said 
multivibrator inputs to oscillate said multivibrator at a 
desired timing rate, said multivibrator outputs being 
coupled to provide a voltage transition spike at the start 
of each input signal; means responsive to said multivi 
brator output to provide a saw tooth wave form with 
periods corresponding to said timing rate; means pro 
viding a linear voltage input control signal indicative of 
a desired time period pulse width; and means compar 
ing said control signal with said saw tooth wave form 
and providing corresponding square wave trigger out 
put signals with signal pulse periods equal to said de 
sired pulse width, said voltage transition signals from 
said multivibrator outputs control a threshold reset cir 
cuit for the saw tooth wave generator and said reset cir 
cuit includes a transistor having its collector connected 
to apply a preset voltage level to the reset-terminal of 
the saw tooth generator and said voltage transition sig 
nals, via the multivibrator output, are applied to the 
base of said transistor to control application of said pre 
set voltage level, said saw tooth generator is an integra 
tor, said transistor is PNP, said voltage transistion sig 
nals are negative going and said connection from said 
transistor collector terminal is to the integrator invert 
ing input enabling an integrator output with negative 
going integrating saw tooth wave forms, and wherein 
diode-capacitor differentiating circuits couple said 
multi-vibrator outputs to provide said combined output 
signal with transition spikes. 

. * * * * * 


